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1. Introduction 

With the development of finance, company valuation is more and more important. It 

can be applied for many kinds of transactions, including capital rising, mergers & 

acquisitions, corporate restructuring and divestiture. Generally company valuation is a 

premise for investment and finance. It is being used widely in today. 

In this thesis the main purpose is to evaluate a company called Baosteel. The 

company belongs to steel industry. We will collect relevant data about this company. 

Depending on those data we a valuation of Baosteel will be made by calculating. The 

whole thesis is divided into five chapters. The next we will give a brief introduction 

about each chapter. 

First chapter is an introduction for the whole thesis, the main purpose and content 

structure will be introduced in this part. 

Second chapter is a description of the company valuation methods. It is a theoretical 

chapter. In this chapter many valuation methods will be described. Those methods we 

will use in chapter four for calculating valuation of company. 

Third chapter is a description of Baosteel. In this chapter the relevant information of 

Baosteel will be introduced. It includes company history, SWOT analysis, strategy 

and how to step into international road. 

Fourth chapter is an applied part depending on chapter two. The whole process of 

calculation is in this part. Finally we will make a valuation of Baosteel company. 

Fifth chapter is a conclusion of the thesis. It will give a summary for the whole thesis.  
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2. Description of the company valuation methods 

In this part we will introduce the company valuation methods. Those methods will be 

used in chapter 4. It includes free cash flow, WACC, DCF method, two-stage method, 

sensitivity analysis, Vasicek model, Statistical tests and weighted moving average. 

2.1 Description of company valuation 

Company valuation is a process to determine how much a company value. It’s always 

used in financial market. In addition it can be used in estate, gift taxation, divorce 

litigation and a company purchase price. 

There have three standard of value. 

 Fair market value. The value of a company is determined by a willing buyer and a 

willing seller. They have enough knowledge about all the relevant facts and there 

have no compulsion in their transaction. It often used in tax situation, marital 

dissolution situation, and the entrance on a stock exchange 

 Investment value. The value of company must have a particular investor. The key 

point is the individual opinion of transaction participants 

 Intrinsic value. The estimation of company value that reflects the truth value of 

the company. As an investor they often comparing price in market with intrinsic 

value and then decide to hold, sell or buy. It can be regarded as an important 

indicator. 

Generally we use three approaches to estimate company valuation. It includes income 

approach, assets approach and market approach. 

 Income approach. It means the present value equals the future benefits discounted 

at the opportunity cost of capital. The income approach is based on the principle 

that a value of company is based on the expected economic benefit and the risk in 

the investment investor invested. In this approach there also have some main 

methods to estimate company. It includes DCF method, EVA method and 

capitalized income method. In this project we use DEF method to estimate 
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company value. In DCF method we should know two conditions. One is cost of 

capital and the other one is cash flow of company. Through the two conditions we 

can calculate present value. 

 Assets approach. Assets approach is easy to understand. It determines a 

company’s value by estimating the value of ever signal assets. There have four 

methods to estimate. It includes book value, adjusted book value, substantial 

value and liquidation value. The asset approach is based on the principle like that 

an investor will not pay money for a company asset, if the cost of procuring 

assets is less than the price of assets under a condition it all same assets.  

 Market approach. The value of the company can be determined by reference to a 

reasonably comparable company, which value has already known. The market 

approach is based on the principle like that in a free market the supply and 

demand forces will drive the price of business assets to certain equilibrium. The 

buyers and sellers are assumed to be equally well informed and acting in their 

own interests to conclude a transaction. 

2.2 Free cash flow of company 

Free cash flow is the cash flow which can be used freely. It comes from the result that 

the operating capital minus capital expenditure and then minus the tax the company 

should pay. Company can use that money for contributing to company itself. It also 

can be used as payment of shareholder dividends. If company has debt it can be used 

for debt repayment. Anyway free cash flow is the cash that can be used freely without 

affecting the operation of company. It’s often regarded as an index of company’s 

financial elastic. The formula is showed as follow: 

                            FCFF = EAT + DEP − INV − ∆NWC                           (2.1) 

“FCFF” means free cash flow of firm. “EAT” means earing after tax. “DEP” means 

depreciation of company. For example the equipment of company has already 6 years. 

It should be depreciated for 6 years. From that we can know the net value of the 

equipment. “INV” means investment the company invested in current year. The 
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formula is showed as follow: 

                            INV = 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 − 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡−1                        (2.2) 

“ΔNWC” means the increase of net working capital. “NWC” is the difference 

between the current assets minus current liabilities. This amount is much higher and it 

reflects the company has much more adequate capital to pay company’s debt. It 

indicates the short-term solvency has a good performance payment obligations can be 

used to measure short-term solvency of a company. If the NWC is negative, it means 

the current asset is less than the current liability. The operation of this company can be 

interrupted by this reason. The “NWC” formula is showed as follow: 

                       NWC = Current assets − Current liability                      (2.3)   

Shot-term creditors want net working capital as much as possible, so it can reduce the 

risk of their loan. Due to less net working capital, it’s difficult to maintain the 

operation and credit for company. If a company borrows money with a higher interest 

rate, it will have a bad effect on the ability to pay interest and dividends. But if 

company holds too much net working capital, it’s also not good. Because a high net 

working capital means company hold too much idle fund. It can’t produce more 

economic benefit. It also relets the company has less opportunity to invest. It’s not 

good for potential development. So a company should keep a reasonable scale of net 

working capital. 

2.3 Weight average cost of capital 

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is used to measure a company's cost of 

capital in the financial activities. Because the cost of financing is seen as a price in 

logical, it is often used as the discount rate in company finance. 

Company gets fund from external sources has mainly two types: equity and debt. 

Thus a company's capital structure consists of three components: preferred stock, 

common stock and debt. The weighted average cost of capital considers each 

component of the capital structure and reflects the expected cost of the company's 
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new assets. “WACC” is showed as follow: 

                                WACC = 𝑅𝑒 ∗
𝐸

𝐴
+ (1 − 𝑡) ∗ 𝑅𝑑 ∗

𝐷

𝐴
                          (2.4) 

In this formula we can divide it into two parts. One part is cost of equity and the other 

one is cost of debt. “Re” means cost of equity and “Rd” means cost of debt. “E/A” 

means the weight of equity in total assets and “D/A” means the weight of debt in total 

assets. “(1-t)” relets that in debt finance company can avoid corporate tax, so it should 

minus the effect of tax. 

2.4 Discounted cash flow (DCF) 

Discounted cash flow method is that the expected future cash flows discounts their 

discount rate and then can get the present value of enterprise within a specified period. 

Because the company value is their future earnings ability, and only when companies 

have this ability, its value will be recognized by the market. So people usually use 

discounted cash flow method as the preferred method to estimate company valuation. 

In the valuation practices it has also been applied many times. DCF has been more 

maturing and maturing. The formula is showed as follow: 

                                         V = ∑
𝐹𝐶𝐹𝑡

(1+𝑅)𝑡
∞
𝑡=1                                              (2.5)   

“V” means present value that is the value of company by now. “t” means the time that 

may be month, quarter or years. “R” means the weight average cost of capital. “FCF” 

means free cash flow. The “FCF” and “R” are the two key parameters. Before using 

this method first we must make a reasonable prediction of the cash flow. In the 

assessment we should fully consider the impact of the company's future profitability 

and other factors. From this we can make reasonable predictions. Second we should 

select the appropriate discount rate. Selecting the discount rate is mainly based on the 

company's future determined risk. Due to the uncertainty of the business, therefore the 

risk of future corporate earnings is very important to determine. When there have a 

higher risk of the company's future earnings, the discount rate should be higher. When 

the risk of future earnings is lower the discount rate should be lower. 
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As corporate intrinsic value method, discounted cash flow method is more suitable for 

the characteristics of scientific assessment. Comparing with the previous company 

valuation method, the discounted cash flow method is the most consistent with the 

theoretical value. But the discounted cash flow method still has some shortcomings: 

First, this approach does not reflect future benefit of a company due to flexibility of 

company. So it decides that the method can’t be applied for strategic areas of a 

company. 

Second, this approach does not consider the interdependencies between business 

projects, nor take into account the time-dependent business investment between 

projects. 

Third, in DCF method the correctness of the result depends entirely on the correctness 

of the assumptions used in the applications. If a company's future cash flow is in a 

very unstable situation and other loss-making company, the discounted cash flow 

method is powerless. 

Discounted cash flow method is based on the perfect market, which is a prerequisite 

condition for the application. The business is regular and predictable. There have 

some premises should be paid attention to. 

 Capital markets are efficient and asset prices reflect the value of the assets. 

Depending on the capital market interest rates, company can raise a sufficient 

fund.  

 Operating environment faced by company is stable. As long as people follow the 

scientific forecasting procedures, the conclusions will be close to the actual result. 

That means scientific prediction model can effectively prevent the operating 

environment of uncertainty to make more scientific. 

 The operating is irreversible. The corporate investment and financing 

decision-making can’t be changed. Once a decision made, it can’t change. 

Meanwhile business still has a going concern assumption, there are no special 

circumstances, and company will continue to operate indefinitely. 

 The investors have an unbiased estimate of company. All investors are rational 

investors, and can take advantage of everything you can get information to make 
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investment decisions. For the same company, different investor’s result is often 

same. 

2.5 Two-stage DCF method 

Two-stage growth model is the assumption that business growth has two phases: the 

first phase of extraordinary growth, it is also known as a observation period. The 

growth rate is higher than the continual rate of growth. Generally the forecast period 

is 5 to 7 years. The second stage is a continual growth phase. It is also known as 

infinite period. The growth rate is normal and stable. Before the stable estimate period, 

the length of the forecast period is very important. Usually we assumed the prediction 

period is an unstable period of development, namely return on invested capital and 

cost of capital are not equal. But in long-term competitive the ROI and cost of capital 

are equal, which is eventually reach a stable period. So the length of the forecast 

period will indirectly affect the company value. Therefore it is necessary to estimate 

of the length of the forecast period based on competitive strategy and the company's 

situation. The formula is showed as follow: 

                                                       V = 𝑉1 + 𝑉2                                               (2.6) 

Total value is divided into two parts. V1 is the first phase of extraordinary growth. V2 

is the second phase of observation period. 

                                                 V1 = ∑
𝐹𝐶𝐹𝑡

(1 + 𝑟1)𝑡

𝑇

𝑡=1

                                         (2.7) 

The r1 is the WACC of company. The t is the length of time wanted to determine. 

                                                   𝑉2 = 𝐶𝑉(1 + 𝑟1)−𝑇                 (2.8) 

“CV” means continual value. It is also called terminal value. This is the second phase 

of two-stage method. 

                                   V = ∑
𝐹𝐶𝐹𝑡

(1+𝑟1)𝑡
𝑇
𝑡=1 +

𝐹𝐶𝐹𝑇+1

𝑟2
(1 + 𝑟1)−𝑇                       (2.6)  
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“T” is the length of time. “r2” is the WACC of the second phase. If under the 

assumption free cash flow growth, the continual value is calculated as follow: 

                                                       CV =
𝐹𝐶𝐹𝑇+1 

𝑟2−𝑔
                                              (2.7)  

So the two-stage method can be showed as follow: 

                              V = ∑
𝐹𝐶𝐹𝑡

(1 + 𝑟1)𝑡

𝑇

𝑡=1

+
𝐹𝐶𝐹𝑇+1

𝑟2 − 𝑔
(1 + 𝑟1)−𝑇                    (2.8) 

Actually the two-stage method has some limitations should pay attention. 

a) Problems of cash flow. 

As an application of the discounted cash flow method, two-stage method has 

same limitation of discounted cash flow method. The core idea of the discounted 

cash flow method is the company's future expected cash flows discounted at a 

certain discount rate, which is converted into present value to evaluate the value 

of the company. This method requires a accurate free cash flow and then 

calculates the present value of the investment projects according to certain 

discount rate. However due to the macroeconomic uncertainty, the future of 

company environment is complex as well. It will lead to an uncertainty of future 

earnings, so the cash flow is uncertain. In general it is difficult to accurately make 

estimation of cash flow in its lifetime. Obviously, due to the company's future 

cash flow is difficult to get an accurate prediction. So this is a weakness in this 

method.  

b) Problems of the discount rate. 

In assessment method the discount rate is generally based on the cost of capital, 

considering the financial risk factors. In a specific assessment of company value 

we usually determine the discount rate in static. It means the discount rate is fixed 

under the current capital structure of company. In practice due to the changing 

business activities, the corporate risk is also changing. Thus it can affect the 

weight of various funds in capital structures, and then changes the discount rate. 

The final result of company valuation is different. 
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2.6 Sensitive analysis 

The sensitivity analysis is to find susceptibility factor from factor in uncertainty, 

which has an important effect on economic indicators of investment projects. And 

then analysis and measure the extent of effect on the economic indicators of the 

project. Sensitivity analysis helps to determine which risks have the greatest potential 

impact on the project. It assumes that the other uncertainty elements are not changed. 

And examine the each element how much effect on the project. The purpose of the 

sensitivity analysis method 

 Finding the sensitivity factor for the benefits of project, and analyzing the reasons 

of the sensitivity factor, and providing the basis for further uncertainty analysis  

 We can find the effect scope by researching uncertain factors and analyze the 

project ability to undertake risk. 

 Comparing the size of sensitivity in each program, we can choose an insensitive 

investment programs. 

According to how many uncertainties factors is changing, the sensitivity analysis can 

be divided into single factor sensitivity analysis and multivariate sensitivity analysis. 

 The only one factor is changing and the other factors are held constant. We called 

it single-factor sensitivity analysis. When we use single factor sensitivity analysis 

to calculate specific economic impact on the project, the other factors should keep 

invariability. In fact this assumption is difficult to set up. There may be two or 

more of the uncertainties in the same time is changing, then single factor 

sensitivity analysis is difficult to accurately reflect the risk of the project. 

Therefore have to make a multivariate sensitivity analysis. 

 Multivariate sensitivity analysis refers to the assumption that the other 

uncertainties are not changed, to analysis that two or more kinds of uncertainty 

are changing at the same time. What impact will happen on the economic benefit 

of project? Multivariate sensitivity analysis is generally in the single factor 

sensitivity analysis basis. The basic principles of the single-factor analysis of is 
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same to sensitivity analysis, but it should be noted that multivariate sensitivity 

analysis requires those changing factors are independent in each other. 

2.7 Parameter estimation 

In application part we should know some key parameters to make a prediction, Such 

as mean return, variance of returns, standard deviation of returns, covariance between 

returns, and correlation between returns. 

Mean return 

In mathematics, mean has several different definitions depending on the context. In 

probability and statistics, mean and expected value are used synonymously to refer to 

one measure of the central tendency either of a probability distribution or of the 

random variable characterized by that distribution. In the case of a discrete probability 

distribution of a random variable X, the mean is equal to the sum over every possible 

value weighted by the probability of that value; 

For a data set, the terms arithmetic mean, mathematical expectation, and sometimes 

average are used synonymously to refer to a central value of a discrete set of numbers: 

specifically, the sum of the values divided by the number of values. 

                                            E(𝑅𝑖) =
1

𝑁
∙ ∑ 𝑅𝑖,𝑡

𝑁

𝑡=1

                                        (2.9) 

For a finite population, the population mean of a property is equal to the arithmetic 

mean of the given property while considering every member of the population. For 

example, the population means height is equal to the sum of the heights of every 

individual divided by the total number of individuals. 

Variance of return 

In probability theory and statistics, variance measures how far a set of numbers is 

spread out. A variance of zero indicates that all the values are identical. Variance is 

always non-negative: a small variance indicates that the data points tend to be very 

close to the mean (expected value) and hence to each other, while a high variance 
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indicates that the data points are very spread out around the mean and from each other. 

The next formula is sample variance of returns and population variance of return.  

                                   𝜎𝑖
2 =

1

𝑁 − 1
∙ ∑[𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖)]

2
𝑁

𝑡=1

                           (2.10) 

                                          𝜎𝑖
2 =

1

𝑁
∙ ∑[𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖)]

2
𝑁

𝑡=1

                            (2.11) 

An equivalent measure is the square root of the variance, called the standard deviation. 

The standard deviation has the same dimension as the data, and hence is comparable 

to deviations from the mean. The next formula is sample standard deviation of returns 

and population standard deviation of return. 

                            𝜎𝑖 = √
1

𝑁−1
∙ ∑ [𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖)]

2𝑁
𝑡=1 =√𝜎𝑖

2          (2.12) 

                                 𝜎𝑖 = √
1

𝑁
∙ ∑ [𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖)]

2𝑁
𝑡=1                      (2.13) 

The variance is one of several descriptors of a probability distribution. In particular, 

the variance is one of the moments of a distribution. In that context, it forms part of a 

systematic approach to distinguishing between probability distributions. While other 

such approaches have been developed, those based on moments are advantageous in 

terms of mathematical and computational simplicity. 

Covariance between returns 

In probability theory and statistics, covariance is a measure of how much two random 

variables change together. If the greater values of one variable mainly correspond 

with the greater values of the other variable, and the same holds for the smaller values, 

the variables tend to show similar behavior, the covariance is positive. 

                      𝜎𝑖𝑗 =
1

𝑁
∙ ∑ [𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖)] ∙𝑁

𝑡=1 [𝑅𝑗,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑗)]                 (2.14) 

In the opposite case, when the greater values of one variable mainly correspond to the 

smaller values of the other, the variables tend to show opposite behavior, the 

covariance is negative. The sign of the covariance therefore shows the tendency in the 
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linear relationship between the variables. The magnitude of the covariance is not easy 

to interpret. The normalized version of the covariance, the correlation coefficient, 

however, shows by its magnitude the strength of the linear relation. 

Correlation between return 

In statistics dependence is any statistical relationship between two random variables 

or two sets of data. Correlation refers to any of a broad class of statistical relationships 

involving dependence. Familiar examples of dependent phenomena include the 

correlation between the physical statures of parents and their offspring, and the 

correlation between the demand for a product and its price. 

     𝜌𝑖𝑗 =
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝜎𝑖 ∙ 𝜎𝑗
=

∑ [𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖)] ∙𝑁
𝑡=1 [𝑅𝑗,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑗)]

√∑ [𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖)]
2𝑁

𝑡=1 ∙ √∑ [𝑅𝑗,𝑡 − 𝐸(𝑅𝑗)]
2𝑁

𝑡=1

    (2.15) 

Correlations are useful because they can indicate a predictive relationship that can be 

exploited in practice. For example, an electrical utility may produce less power on a 

mild day based on the correlation between electricity demand and weather. In this 

example there is a causal relationship, because extreme weather causes people to use 

more electricity for heating or cooling. However, statistical dependence is not 

sufficient to demonstrate the presence of such a causal relationship. 

2.8 Statistical tests 

In financial model the most applied of causal models is the one-factor model or the 

multi-factor model. The simplest example of theoretical version of one-factor model 

is CAPM model with its general formulation of the SML model. On the other hand, 

the empirical alternative to the CAPM model is the single-index model. The simplest 

theoretical example of multi-factor models is the APT model ( Arbitrage Pricing 

Theory) and an analogous empirical alternative is the multi-factor APM 

model(Arbitrage Pricing Model). The empirical version can be estimated in the form 

of regression models. In this case, two basic approaches of statistical estimation of 

regression functions can be used: 
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The least square method (LSM), which is based on minimizing the sum of square 

deviations. 

The maximum likelihood method where the parameters are estimated by maximizing 

the likelihood function. 

The stochastic characteristic equation of the single-index model is generally defined 

by: 

                                       𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝑅𝑀,𝑡 + 𝜇𝑡                                   (2.16) 

Where Ri,t, RM,t are random returns, 𝜇𝑡is the residual deviation, 𝛽0 is an estimate of 

the intercept constant, and 𝛽1 is an estimated value of regression coefficient (slop). 

The t-test for testing the statistical significance of coefficients 𝜷𝟎 and 𝜷𝟏 

 Null hypothesis, H0: 𝛽𝑖=0, 

Alternate hypothesis HA: 𝛽𝑖 ≠ 0. 

The test is carried out by the t-statistics, whereas it is assumed that this statistica 

has the student’s distribution with df-degrees of freedom, 

                                                 𝑡𝑑𝑓 =
𝛽𝑖 − 0

𝑆𝐸𝛽𝑖

                                         (2.17)  

The 𝑆𝐸𝛽 𝑖is the standard error of the 𝛽𝑖 coefficient. 

 The decision rule is based on yhe comparision of two parameters: 𝑡𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐-the 

calculated t-statistic, which corresponds to given estimated value 𝛽𝑖; 𝑡𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐-the 

calculated t-statistic, which determines the percentile of the t-statistic on given 

level of significance α, 

                                                  𝑡𝑑𝑓
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 =

𝛽𝑖

𝑆𝐸𝛽𝑖

                                          (2.18) 

                            𝑡𝛼

2
;𝑑𝑓

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝑆𝑇𝑑𝑓
−1(𝛼/2)                                (2.19)               

Where St is the student’s distribution function and 𝑡𝛼

2
;𝑑𝑓

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is its inverse function on 

the significance level α/2 with df degrees of freedom. 

                           Value 𝑃𝑑𝑓 = 𝛼𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 = 𝑆𝑇𝑑𝑓(𝑡𝑑𝑓
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐) ∙ 2                     (2.20) 

Thus it gives us two-tailed probabilities for the value 𝑡𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐. 
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 The decision rule for the two-tailed test can be formulated as follow. 

The rejection of the null hypothesis (acceptance of the alternate hypothesis) can 

be done in two ways. 

If |𝑡𝑑𝑓
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐|  > 𝑡𝛼

2
;𝑑𝑓

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , then we reject H0. 

If value 𝑃𝑑𝑓 <∝, then we reject H0. 

The acceptance of the null hypothesis(rejection of the alternate one) can be also 

done in two ways. 

If |𝑡𝑑𝑓
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐|  ≤ 𝑡𝛼

2
;𝑑𝑓

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , then we accept H0. 

If value  𝑃𝑑𝑓 ≥∝, then we accept H0. 

The reject of the null hypothesis means that the calculated t-statistics coefficient 

falls into the critical area. Therefore it is statically significant and from statisticaly 

point of view it has to be included into the estimated model. In case of thenull 

hypothesis acceptance the contrary solution is valid. 

The F-test for testing the significance of the entire model 

 Null hypothesis, H0: β0=β1=0, 

Alternate hypothesis HA: β0≠0 or β1≠0. 

 The test is constructed on the basis of the F-statistic providing that the statistic is 

of Fisher distribution, 

                                              F =
𝐸𝑆𝑆/𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆

𝑅𝑆𝑆/𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆
                                        (2.21) 

Where Ess is the Explained Sum of Square (variance explained by the regression), 

RSS is the Residual Sum of Square (variance unexplained by the regression), 

MSESS is the Mean Square Explained and MSRSS is the Mean Square Residual, 

dfRSS are degrees of freedom assigned to variances, dfESS=k+1, dfRSS=T-(k+1), 

where k is the number of independent variables. Here we add 1, since the degree 

of freedom is influced also by the intercept constant (if it is part of themodel). 

 The evaluation is based on the comparision of the calculated value of the statistic, 

F
calc

, and the critical value of the statistic, F
crit

, wheres it is assumed that the 

F-statistics is distributed according to the Fisher’s distribution, 
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                                    𝐹𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 =
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑆𝑆

𝑀𝑆𝑅𝑆𝑆
                                       (2.22) 

                         𝐹𝛼;𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝐹𝐼𝑆𝐻𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

−1 (𝛼)                       (2.23) 

Where FISH deposits the distribution function of the Fisher’s distribution and 

𝐹𝐼𝑆𝐻𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

−1  is its inverse function on the probability level𝛼. 

       Value 𝑃𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆
= 𝛼𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 = 𝐹𝐼𝑆𝐻𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

(𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐)           (2.24) 

 The decision rule for the one-tailed F-test can be formulated in following ways. 

The rejection of the null hypothesis can be tested in two ways. 

If  𝐹𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 >  𝐹𝛼;𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , then we reject H0. 

If Value 𝑃𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆
< 𝛼, then we reject H0. 

The   𝐹𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 ≤  𝐹𝛼;𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 , then we accept H0. 

The Value 𝑃𝑑𝑓𝐸𝑆𝑆;𝑑𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑆
< 𝛼, then we accept H0. 

The rejection of the null hypothesis means that the estimated model is statistically 

significant nad the statistical dependency between random variables Ri and RM is 

confirmed. The acceptance of H0 means the opposite conclusion. 

2.9 Parameter estimation of Vasicek model by the LSM 

Estimate the discrete version of the Vasick model, which describes the evolution of 

revenue, applying the least method. The model for one period can be formulated by: 

                    𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟𝑡−1 + 𝑎 ∙ (𝑏 − 𝑟𝑡−1) ∙ ∆𝑡 + 𝜎 ∙ √∆𝑡 ∙ �̃�                      (2.25) 

Generally we can always divide the random eatimate of the model (y) into two parts, 

the trend (�̂�) and the residual deviation (ε). Therefore we get  

                                                        y = �̂� + 𝜀                                                (2.26) 

Applying the LSM we transform the original mean-reversion model into a linear one, 

estimate its parameters and then recalculate parameters of the original model.  

General estimate model for revenue 
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                                                       ∆r = ∆�̂� + 𝜀                                           ( 2.27) 

The ∆r is the random increment of returns, ∆�̂� is the estimated trend of the statistical 

model, and 𝜀 is residual deviation. 

Estimated discrete mean-reversion Vasicek model 

                ∆𝑟 = ∆�̂� + 𝜀 = 𝑎 ∙ (𝑏 − 𝑟𝑡−1) ∙ ∆𝑡 + �̂� ∙ √∆𝑡 ∙ �̃�                  (2.28) 

The a, b are estimated parameters,  �̂� is the standard deviation, ∆𝑡is a time interval, 

and z is a random variable. 

Transformation of the Vasicek model into the linear model 

                                           ∆r = �̂� + �̂� ∙ 𝑟𝑡−1 + 𝜀                                       (2.29) 

Comparing with formula (2.28) we can know the each parameter formula: 

                                                 �̂� = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑏 ∙ ∆𝑡                                                (2.30) 

                                                    �̂� = 𝑎 ∙ ∆𝑡                                                   (2.31) 

Regression by the Least Square Method  

                                    𝜀𝑡 = ∆𝑟 − ∆�̂� = ∆r − (�̂� + �̂� ∙ 𝑟𝑡−1)                   (2.32) 

The �̂� and �̂� are independent parameters. 

Calculation of the initial parameters of Vasicek model 

The parameters of Vasicek model can be calculated on the basis of parameters which 

were estimated for the linear model: 

                                                         a = −
�̂�

∆𝑡
                                               (2.33) 

                                                        b =
�̂�/�̂�

∆𝑡
                                                (2.34 ) 

                                               σ =
�̂�

√∆𝑡
=

√1
𝑁

∑ 𝜀𝑡
2

𝑡

√∆𝑡
                                  (2.35) 

The model can be widely applied for interest rate estimation, return estimation and so 

on. 
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2.10 Weight moving average 

Weighted moving average method is based on the data at different time influencing 

the predicted values. For different time this method gives a different weights and then 

making a prediction future values. 

Weighted moving average method is not like the simple moving average method in 

calculation. The simple moving average treats data in different time equally. 

According to the more recent data weight moving average method gives more weight 

for those recent data, and gives a less weight for further data. So it can make up for 

the weakness of a simple moving average method. 

           WMA =
𝑛𝑃𝑚 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑃𝑚−1 +∙∙∙ +2𝑃𝑚−𝑛+2 + 𝑃𝑚−𝑛+1

𝑛 + (𝑛 + 1) +∙∙∙ +2 + 1
       (2.36) 

In weighted moving average method the predicted value has a sensitive reaction to the 

recent data. However if there have a significant seasonal influence on a set of data, the 

predicted values obtained may occur bias by the weighted moving average method. 

Therefore when there have significant seasonal factors, it is better not to use weighted 

moving average. 
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3. Description of Baosteel Company 

In this chapter we will introduce Baosteel Company. We will divide it into four parts. 

The first part is about introducing the overview of Baosteel Company. This is just a 

brief introduction. The second part is about history of Baosteel. The main introduction 

is about the company how to build and the whole process of development. The third 

part is about SWOT analysis. It includes SO strategy, WO strategy, ST strategy and 

WT strategy. In this part we use SWOT analyze to analysis the enterprise and then 

make a suitable strategy. The fourth is a strategy of international road. Baosteel wants 

to go outside to compete with other foreign enterprise. How to walk this road? The 

part gives a strategy for Baosteel. In addition there have some reasons for why we 

choose this stratedgy for Baosteel. 

3.1 Overview of Baosteel Company 

Baosteel Group Company consists of Metallurgical Holding Corporation and 

Shanghai Meishan Corporation, and was founded in November 17, 1998 as a large 

iron and steel joint ventures. Baosteel is the Third-largest steel producer in the world, 

and the annual output is around 44.5 million tons in 2010. In china Baosteel is a much 

more competitive company. Baosteel production is based on the high-tech, high 

value-added and has formed three major product series that is carbon steel, stainless 

steel and special steel. It is widely used in automotive, appliance, petrochemical, 

machinery manufacturing, energy, transportation, building and decorating metal 

products, aerospace, nuclear, electronic instruments and other industries. Through a 

worldwide sales network, Baosteel products is best-selling in domestic and foreign 

markets, not only to maintain the leading position in the domestic plate market, and 

also exports steel to Japan, Korea and more than forty countries. There have a logo of 

Baosteel as follow: 
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3.1 Image Logo of Baosteel 

 

In 2014 Baosteel Group Co., Ltd. is in 211 positions on the world Top 500 companies 

list. 

3.2 History of Baosteel Company 

In 1978 Chinese government begin to reform economic. As economic required, 

Baosteel will be found in Shanghai Bao district. The project is building in this time, 

has not been found. After 7 years Baosteel project is finished and the time is to1985. 

In 1985 Baosteel grows up very quickly. Especially under china rapid economic, 

Baosteel has developed in a competitive company. With the further liberalization of 

the economy, Baosteel has some new rivals at domestic and abroad. The company 

decided to add an import and export marketing department in order to remain 

competitive strength. 

In 1997 Asian financial crisis happened in Asian. Although there have some losses, 

but Baosteel managed to keep profit. Financial crisis is not only a trouble for Baosteel, 

but also an important challenge. In Asian financial crisis many steel companies are 

bankrupted. In this time Baosteel begin to purchase those companies in a lower price. 

By this way Baosteel group was founded in November 17, 1998. Baosteel improved 

itself in Asian financial crisis. Shanghai Metallurgical Holding Corporation and 

Shanghai Meishan Corporation are purchased by Baosteel. Finally Baoteel is changed 

into Shanghai Baosteel Group Corporation.  
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In 2001 Baosteel began to work with former domestic competitors, Shougang Group 

and Wuhan Iron and Steel Group. In the same year, Baosteel signed a contract with 

Germany. Baosteel has an expansion plan. In this time Baoteel want to build a huge 

factory in Zhanjiang, Guangdong. It will spend $ 1 billion on this project. The new 

factory can be operational within a decade. Baosteel is also planning to start an IPO in 

Hong Kong. 

In 2011 Taiyuan Iron and Steel Group and Baosteel Group, CITIC Metal Company, 

Angang and Shougang jointly established China Niobium Investment Holdings Co., 

Ltd. They are successful to purchase 15 % share of stock of Brazilian Mining and 

Metallurgy (CBMM), the world's largest niobium company. 

In 2012, Baosteel will invest 8 billion RMB on CNPC West-three line project. The 

ratio is about 12.8% of the whole joint venture equity. West-three line project is a 

huge project. Preliminary estimates, the total investment are about 116 billion RMB. 

Looking back the three decades, we can summarize Baosteel footprint into three 

stages: 

The first stage is Baosteel preparation period from 1978 to 1985. Through hard 

working the first large modern steel plant was built in china. 

The second phase is Baosteel maturity from 1985 to 1998. Baosteel actively adapted 

itself to the transformation from the planned economy to a market economy. Through 

learning, innovation and finally Baosteel finds a modern management of the road. 

The third phase is development pried from 1998 to 2007. Baosteel is to achieve the 

world-class goal, through innovation. Now Baosteel has become a competitive 

world-class steel enterprise groups. 

3.3 SWOT analysis 

Generally we use SWOT analysis to analysis a company by evaluating the strength, 

weakness, opportunity and threat. “S” means the strength of company and we can 

regard it as advantages of the company. “W” means the weakness of company and 

we can regard it as disadvantage of the company. “O” means the opportunity of 
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company, which refers to the opportunity faced in the future. “T” means the threat of 

company. From the SWOT analysis manager can adjust their strategy and achieve 

the company goals. 

Strength 

a) The management is more standardized. Baosteel followed an advanced 

management mode. The whole process of production is under the 

standardization. In 2001 Baosteel passed the ISO9001 international quality 

system certification. 

b) The business of Baosteel has a high efficient level. Baosteel provides user with a 

delivery, storage, processing and shipping. The whole process is very efficient. It 

can save much more time for customers. 

c) A large-scale storage. In storage size Baosteel has a more competitive strength 

comparing with the other competitors. A bigger warehouse can give more 

mobility and has a greater adaptability. 

d) Baosteel has advanced equipment in this industry. After all Baosteel is 

state-owned enterprise. It has a strong financial strength relatively. Its facilities 

are more completive and more advanced than the other private enterprises. 

e) Baosteel has a good reputation in society. After so many years Baosteel has 

become excellent brands. There have a good image in customer’s mind. This is a 

big advantage comparing with other companies. 

f) Advantage on the location. Baosteel is located in Shanghai city. Shanghai city 

can prove a necessary physical distribution based on a convenient transport 

system. 

g) Baosteel has a high quality staff. Baosteel has a special department to train their 

employees. Every year the department can prove many eligible employee for 

their company. After training all of those employees are very familiar with 

Baosteel manufacturing technique. This is excellent employee resource for 

Baosteel. 
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Weakness 

a) The utilization of equipment is not high. For example the utilization of warehouse 

is only 60%. This is lower than the average ratio of other companies. It leads to 

the waste. 

b) Baosteel lacks professional managers of warehouse. Currently Baosteel is in 

transition stage from traditional logistics enterprises to the modern logistics 

enterprise. The internal personnel structure is irrational, especially about the 

modern logistics management facing a shortage of relevant professional 

employee. 

c) The property rights system is not perfect. Baosteel is a state-owned enterprise, 

which will result in a lower incentive for the cadres of the enterprise. So the 

responsibility of the cadres is not so strong. It will have a bad effect on  the 

long-term development of enterprises. 

d) Information technology is not good. It will affect the quality of service for 

customers. In the process of customer service, the most is manual operation, it is 

unable to meet the requirements of the customer and affects the quality and speed 

of customer service. 

e) The age of some equipment is old. For example the transport equipment the 

original value of car-shaped dump truck is 3.2 million. After 10 years the net 

value is just only 1.3 million. 

Opportunity 

a) Baosteel want to divest non-core business - storage and transportation. The key 

business development strategy is to nurture and develop core competencies for 

obtaining long-term competitive advantage. Baosteel's core competence is high 

quality steel production. Therefore Baosteel wants to transfer railway and marina 

for divesting non-core business - storage and transportation. After that Baosteel 

can concentrate on core business. 

b) Development of IT technology. For logistics companies development of IT 

technologies is to create a network-based logistics model. Shanghai Harbor (an 

information project) has been completed. It can be used for data network 
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connectivity, broadband IP MAN, intensive information pipeline, broadband 

information exchange center and two-way cable television network 

transformation. 

c) There have a strong demand at domestic market and abroad. The international 

economic is recovering by the time. The demand for steel is also increasing. 

Baosteel can get more profit in the future. 

d) Steel price is increasing. The strong demand leads to the high steel price. 

e) India will be a steel supplier. There have cooperation with a India company. The 

India Company will prove raw materials for Baosteel. In long-term Baosteel can 

add bargaining chip. If Baosteel has less raw material supplier, it will result in a 

higher price of raw materual in negotiating price. 

f) Development of new technology for steel industry. In future the new technology 

will be applied into production. It will give a big change in steel industry.  

g) Government policy. Government will make great efforts to eliminate factories 

(state-owned), which has a lower production capacity. Baosteel has a very high 

production, so the policy is good for Baosteel. 

Threat 

a) The price of raw material is continuous to rise. The raw material is a big part of 

cost. In raw material price the fluctuation has a much effect on revenue. The price 

of raw material will compress the profit space. 

b) The new steel export tax rebate policy. Recently government will have a policy 

about tax rebate. It’s uncertain to Baosteel by now. 

c) Foreign steel companies have entered the domestic market. The foreign steel 

companies have advanced technology and advanced management. It will be a big 

threat for Baosteel. 

d) The threat of substitute goods. With the development of technology customers 

begin to use substitute goods to replace steel product. It will reduce the total 

revenue of the Baosteel. 

e) The energy consumption is too high. The energy consumption is a big problem 

for Baosteel. A high energy consumption means the company can save their cost. 
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It can give a heavy burden for the company and has a bad effect on company in 

the future. 

f) More and more domestic potential competitors join steel industry. With the 

Chinese economic liberalization, more and more investors begin to invest steel 

industry. It will give a much more competitive pressure to Baosteel.  

We can make some strategies for Baosteel based on strength, weakness, opportunity 

and threat. 

Through SWOT analysis, the international road of Baosteel must be based on the 

domestic market and then expending the foreign markets. The foreign steel companies 

have been occupying the Chinese market. While Baosteel is expending overseas 

market expansion, the domestic market also should be taken seriously. Therefore 

Baosteel must be fully preparing all aspects such as talents, quality, strategy and 

knowledge before stepping into overseas market. For Baosteel situation it is necessary 

to accelerate the process of domestic mergers. By this way it can expand production 

capacity and scale in a short period. Baosteel should focus on their core business and 

improve the product. By insisting on quality strategy it can form Baosteel’s core 

competition. As CEO of Baosteel said “If there is no domestic market, there is no 

solid foundation, but only concentrating on the domestic market, you will never be 

stronger”. 

When Baosteel is to expend overseas market, Brazil and India should be the first stop 

in the process of internationalization. Brazil, India and China have a similar labor, and 

also have a huge market potential. Baosteel should take full advantage of the 

achievement they made and convert it into a competitive advantage. 
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3.1 Table Strategy for Baosteel 

SO strategy WO strategy 

a) Accelerating the process of mergers 

and acquisitions in domestic. 

b) Seeking the acquisition opportunities 

at overseas 

c) investing factories, increasing 

productivity and expanding the scale 

d) developing new products 

e) Accelerating the process of entering 

the Indian market 

f) Looking for the opportunities to 

mine Brazilian iron ore. 

a) Attracting the domestic and foreign 

talents 

b) Increasing the purchases of Indian 

iron ore. 

c) Setting up a completive sales 

channel abroad 

d) Establishing a strategic partnership 

with the downstream enterprise 

ST strategy WT strategy 

a) Using High-end products to open 

overseas markets. 

b) Consolidating the domestic market 

and reducing the pressure from 

foreign companies which have 

entered into the domestic market. 

c) Taking the advantage of cost to 

reduce the threat of substitutes. 

d) Improving the production technology 

to reduce energy consumption 

e) For using local labor, investing a 

joint venture in Brazil. 

a) Concentrating on domestic market 

and maintain the leading position. 

b) Strengthening cost control 

c) Training professional talents 
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3.4 Strategy for international road 

China's economic reform has already been 30 years. In this phase attracting foreign 

capital is main development pattern. With the trend of economic globalization China 

has already taken part in the WTO. If Chinese companies want to survive in the fierce 

global competition, it’s time to go out to face competition outside. 

How to go outside has become a main problem for the most of company concerned 

about. If the international strategy is implemented blindly, it may result in serious loss 

to the enterprise. Before going outside we need to know what stage the enterprise is in 

and what we have achieved. It may be possible for companies to seek an effective 

international strategy. 

Baosteel’s international strategy should be based on overseas acquisitions and joint 

ventures. There have some reasons as follow: 

 Comparing with the world-class steel enterprises, the size of production is a big 

disadvantage. For overcoming the disadvantage and achieving target production 

capacity, the mergers and acquisitions are a necessary way. Only by the mergers 

and acquisitions, Baosteel can expand their size production in a short time. 

 There have two conditions should be required to build factory. Firstly, the iron ore 

raw materials are abundant in this location. Secondly, there have a huge potential 

consumption market. Currently India and Brazil can meet the two conditions only. 

So Baosteel should put their production base on Brazil and India. 

 Through a joint venture companies can be able to better understand the local 

customers, suppliers and competitors. It will greatly increase the rate of success 

to enter local markets. In addition due to a series of complex and stringent 

policies and regulations, company may face some unnecessary loss. Through a 

joint venture company can overcome this disadvantage. 
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4. Valuation of Baosteel Company 

In this part how to make a valuation of Baosteel will be introduced. First we want to 

make a prediction of revenue. Before it we should know which method is more 

suitable for prediction. Depending on the trend of historical revenue we choose 

Vasicek model to make prediction of revenue. In this step we will get 1000 sceneries 

of revenue in future 6 years. In second step our purpose is to make a prediction of 

FCFF. In FCFF formula there have some key parameters we should know, such as 

EAT, DEP, INV, and ΔNWC. The specific calculation of those parameters will be 

calculated in this chapter. The third step we will use DCF method to make a valuation 

of Baosteel. There have 1000 sceneries of valuation. So we can make a distribution 

depending on 1000 sceneries. In the last part the project will make a sensitive analysis. 

Under a different growth rate, the result of valuation will be changed. 

4.1 Historical data of revenue 

First step we need to make a prediction of revenue about Baosteel Company. Before 

making prediction we should know the historical data of Baosteed Company as 

follow: 

Table 4.1 Historical revenue of Baosteel Company (billion RMB)            

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Revenue 5.794 9.970 11.760 13.636 15.053 11.796 16.336 17.628 14.185 11.657 

From the Table 4.1 the revenue of Baosteel Company is changing by the time. In 10 

years period the revenue some time is increasing and some time is decreasing. So it’s 

difficult to make sure the trend of revenue. From the trend of revenue we can decide 

which method is suitable for prediction. For looking more visual we make a figure of 

revenue. 

In Figure 4.1 it’s very clear to show us the trend of revenue. Depending on the trend 

of revenue we can decide which model we should use. As the Figure 4.1 showed the 
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change of revenue is random by the time. So Vasicek model is more suitable for 

making a prediction of revenue. So the next step we will make a prediction by Vasicek 

model. The process is in the next part. 

Figure 4.1 Historical revenue of Baosteel Company 

 

4.2 Prediction of revenue 

From the historical data we decide to use Vasicek model to make a prediction of 

revenue. Before it we need to calculate some parameters of this model. First we need 

to calculate ΔR (change of revenue). 

Table 4.2 Change of revenue                          

Year R (billion RMB) ΔR (%) 

2004 5.794  

2005 9.970 54.3 

2006 12.139 19.7 

2007 13.724 12.3 

2008 15.053 9.2 

2009 11.796 -24.4 

2010 16.336 32.6 

2011 17.628 7.6 

2012 14.185 -21.7 

2013 11.657 -19.6 
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Next step we will use regression method via excel data analysis. The process is that 

Data––Data analysis––Regression.  

Image 4.1 Regression function 

 

We choose R from 2004 to 2012 as Input X Range and choose ΔR from 2005 to 2013 

as Input Y Range. Confidence Level is 95% and then finds a blank space for Output 

Range to get result of regression function. 
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Image 4.2 Result of regression function 

 

From Image 4.2 we can easily get key parameter about liner model as follow: 

Table 4.3 Parameters of liner model 

Liner model 

Parameter Value P-value 

�̂� 0.890 0.002939 

�̂� -0.063 0.004010 

The “α” and “β” we can know from item Coefficients in Image 4.2. The “ε” (residual 

deviation) is calculated by formula (2.32).  
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Table 4.4 Residual deviation 

Year R (billion RMB) ΔR (%)                                  ε 

2004 5.794   

2005 9.970 54.3 0.016 

2006 12.139 19.7 -0.068 

2007 13.724 12.3 -0.006 

2008 15.053 9.2 0.063 

2009 11.796 -24.4 -0.190 

2010 16.336 32.6 0.175 

2011 17.628 7.6 0.210 

2012 14.185 -21.7 -0.002 

2013 11.657 -19.6 -0.197 

Standard deviation 0.133 

Each year residual deviation is calculated. Their result of standard deviation is 0.133. 

The next step is to transform the liner model into Vasicek model. Each parameters of 

Vasicek model is calculated based on formula (2.33), (2.34) and (2.35). And we can 

get all parameters as follow: 

Table 4.5 Parameters of model 

Linear model Vasicek model 

Parameter Value P-value Parameter Value 

�̂� 0.890 0.002939 a 0.063 

�̂� -0.063 0.004010 b 14.19 

�̂� 0.133  σ 13.3% 

So the Vasicek model can be formulated as follow: 

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟𝑡−1 + 𝑎 ∙ (𝑏 − 𝑟𝑡−1) ∙ ∆𝑡 + 𝜎 ∙ √∆𝑡 ∙ �̃� 

                   = 𝑟𝑡−1 + 0.063 ∙ (14.19 − 𝑟𝑡−1) ∙ 1 + 13.3 ∙ 1 ∙ �̃� 

What’s the next step is to calculate �̃�(random variable). In excel we do 1000 random 

variables for each year. The process is Data––Data analysis––Random Number 
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Generation. The figure looks like this as follow: 

Image 4.3 Random number generation 

 

The number of variable is 6 and the number of random number is 1000. The 

distribution is normal and the standard deviation is 1. And then we need to choose an 

output range. Clicking “ok” we will get a 1000 random number. 

So depending on historical data we can make a prediction for future 6 years of 

revenue. It also has 1000 scenarios. Due to this is a huge data it’s impossible to put all 

data on pages. For understanding the whole process of calculation, we choose 10 

predictions randomly as an example.  
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Table 4.6 Prediction of revenue                               (billion RMB) 

Year -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Scenario 1 12.97 11.66 11.82 11.78 11.98 12.15 11.98 12.28 

Scenario 2 12.97 11.66 11.83 11.86 12.09 11.94 11.99 12.17 

Scenario 3 12.97 11.66 11.57 11.65 11.79 11.82 12.09 12.39 

Scenario 4 12.97 11.66 11.89 12.10 12.21 12.45 12.78 12.99 

Scenario 5 12.97 11.66 12.00 12.12 12.03 11.96 11.86 11.73 

Scenario 6 12.97 11.66 11.59 11.77 11.82 11.98 12.09 12.42 

Scenario 7 12.97 11.66 11.87 11.93 12.17 12.44 12.50 12.73 

Scenario 8 12.97 11.66 11.79 11.77 12.04 12.00 11.99 12.13 

Scenario 9 12.97 11.66 11.58 11.83 12.03 12.17 12.24 12.30 

Scenario 10 12.97 11.66 11.72 11.65 11.93 12.05 12.18 12.22 

The”-1” means the historical year and the “0” means recently data of 2013.The “1” to 

“6” means future year. And then we will make the table into figure as follow: 

Figure 4.2 Prediction of revenue 

 

Due to 10 scenarios chose randomly, the prediction of revenue will go up or go down 

as Figure 4.2 showed. From now on we have got prediction of revenue in future 6 

years. 
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4.3 Prediction of EAT 

Last part we have known the prediction of revenue, so in this part we will make a 

prediction of EAT. We know EAT equals revenue minus cost and then multiply tax 

rate. So the first step is to calculate the cost of the company. 

Table 4.7 Historical cost                                      (billion RMB) 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

cost of sales 10.577 14.324 16.230 12.002 10.330 

Sales tax 0.036 0.033 0.022 0.013 0.023 

Sales expense 0.065 0.076 0.082 0.068 0.063 

Administrative expense 0.275 0.340 0.667 0.525 0.483 

Financial expense 0.166 0.053 -0.014 -0.047 -0.150 

Non-operating expense 0.014 0.010 0.014 0.086 0.123 

We want to know the cost which one is variable cost and which one is fix cost. 

Variable cost means the cost has same trend of total revenue and the relationship 

between revenue and variable cost is positive. Fix cost will not change if the revenue 

is changing. It means there is no relation between its. So each item cost should divide 

total revenue. By this way we can find which one is variable and which one is fixed. 

We can make a new table as follow: 

Table 4.8 Cost to revenue 

Year 2009 (%) 2010 (%) 2011 (%) 2012 (%) 2013 (%) 

cost of sales 89.7 87.7 92.1 84.6 88.6 

Sales tax 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 

Sales expense 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Administrative expense 2.3 2.1 3.8 3.7 4.1 

Financial expense 1.4 0.3 -0.1 -0.3 -1.3 

Non-operating expense 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 1.1 

Net loss from disposal 

of non-current assets 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.0 
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The cost to revenue table we have made but it can’t be easy to know which one is 

variable cost and which one is fix cost. So we need to make a figure as follow: 

Figure 4.3 Cost to revenue 

 

From Figure 4.3 we can know the cost of sales is variable cost the rest is fix cost. Due 

to the trend of cost of sales follows the trend of total revenue, so the cost of sales is 

variable cost. 

And then we can make a prediction about cost of sales. The first we need to know the 

average of the ratio about cost to revenue. 

Table 4.9 Average ratio cost to revenue 

2009 89.7% 

2010 87.7% 

2011 92.1% 

2012 84.6% 

2013 88.6% 

Average 88.5% 

The average ratio is 88.5%. Depending on this ratio we can make a prediction for cost 

of sales in future 6 years. The prediction cost of sales equal each year of prediction 
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revenue multiply average ratio. The prediction of revenue we have already known. So 

we can get the prediction cost of sales as follow: 

Table 4.10 Prediction for cost of sales                          (billion RMB) 

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Revenue 11.820 11.781 11.981 12.150 11.978 12.281 

Ratio                           88.5% 

Cos of sale 10.464 10.430 10.607 10.757 10.604 10.872 

From now on the variable cost we have known, the next step is to calculate prediction 

of fix cost. Fix cost we use weight average method to calculate based on formula 

(2.36).  

We can get result as follow: 

Table 4.11 Prediction for fix cost                               (billion RMB) 

Year 
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

cost of sales 
0.022 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 

Sales tax 
0.070 0.070 0.069 0.069 0.069 0.069 

Sales expense 
0.498 0.511 0.514 0.507 0.507 0.508 

Administrative expense 
-0.047 -0.064 -0.071 -0.073 -0.072 -0.070 

Financial expense 
0.069 0.076 0.081 0.083 0.082 0.080 

Non-operating expense 
0.063 0.070 0.074 0.077 0.076 0.074 

Total fix cost 
 0.676   0.684   0.688   0.683   0.682   0.683  

The 1000 scenarios of prediction revenue we have known and the prediction cost is 

also calculated. So the 1000 scenarios of prediction EAT can be calculated. The next 

step is to analysis the frequency of 1000 scenarios each year. 

The first we need to know some key items as follow: 
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Table 4.12 Key items in frequency analysis 

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Min  0.156   0.177   0.104   0.017   0.157   0.078  

Max  0.802   1.025   1.219   1.147   1.499   1.467  

Interval 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Step 0.032 0.042 0.056 0.056 0.067 0.069 

“Min” means the minimum number of EAT in the 1000 scenarios and “Max” means 

the Maximum number of EAT in the 1000scenarios. We choose 20 as the project 

interval. It means the 1000 scenarios will divide 20 parts. “Step” means the value of 

each interval. Because each year has different scenarios the step is also different.  

Depending on those key items we can get the frequency and probability of EAT in 

1000 scenarios each year. 

There have three tables we made for each year of frequency and probability about its 

EAT 

The left side is interval of each year, and first number is minimum number the last 

number is maximum number. The frequency is the number of scenarios in each 

interval. It means there have how many scenarios in each interval. If the frequency is 

higher, the number of scenarios EAT is more in its interval. The right side is their 

probability and the probability equals frequency divide 1000 scenarios. If the 

probability is higher, it means in this interval the probability of scenarios EAT is more 

possible. 

In 2014 the highest probability is 14.3% in interval 0.512 to 0.544. In 2015 the 

highest probability is 12.8% in interval 0.643 to 0.685. In 2016 the highest probability 

is 15.5% in interval 0.662 to 0.717. In 2017 the highest probability is 13.8% in 

interval 0.695 to 0.751. In 2018 the highest probability is 15.4% in interval 0.895 to 

0.962. In 2019 the highest probability is 13.4% in interval 0.703 to 0.773. 
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Table 4.13 Frequency and probability of 2014 to 2016 

 2014   2015   2016  

Interval F P (%) Interval F P (%) Interval F   P (%) 

 0.156  1 0.1  0.177  1 0.1  0.104  1 0.1 

 0.189  0 0.0  0.219  0 0.0  0.160  3 0.3 

 0.221  0 0.0  0.262  3 0.3  0.216  5 0.5 

 0.253  1 0.1  0.304  4 0.4  0.272  12 1.2 

 0.286  5 0.5  0.346  9 0.9  0.327  17 1.7 

 0.318  17 1.7  0.389  15 1.5  0.383  36 3.6 

 0.350  24 2.4  0.431  24 2.4  0.439  58 5.8 

 0.382  49 4.9  0.474  48 4.8  0.494  106 10.6 

 0.415  67 6.7  0.516  68 6.8  0.550  110 11.0 

 0.447  91 9.1  0.558  98 9.8  0.606  140 14.0 

 0.479  135 13.5  0.601  117 11.7  0.662  155 15.5 

 0.512  143 14.3  0.643  128 12.8  0.717  116 11.6 

 0.544  125 12.5  0.685  120 12.0  0.773  88 8.8 

 0.576  118 11.8  0.728  97 9.7  0.829  67 6.7 

 0.609  81 8.1  0.770  104 10.4  0.884  51 5.1 

 0.641  54 5.4  0.813  81 8.1  0.940  18 1.8 

 0.673  49 4.9  0.855  34 3.4  0.996  7 0.7 

 0.705  27 2.7  0.897  30 3.0  1.052  7 0.7 

 0.738  9 0.9  0.940  11 1.1  1.107  1 0.1 

 0.770  2 0.2  0.982  7 0.7  1.163  1 0.1 

 0.802  2 0.2  1.025  1 0.1  1.219  1 0.1 

Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100  Sum 1000 100 
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Table 4.14 Frequency and probability of 2017 to 2019 

 2017   2018   2019  

Interval F P (%) Interval F P (%) Interval F   P (%) 

 0.017  1 0.1  0.157  1 0.1  0.078  1 0.1 

 0.073  3 0.3  0.224  2 0.2  0.148  6 0.6 

 0.130  5 0.5  0.291  2 0.2  0.217  11 1.1 

 0.186  8 0.8  0.358  11 1.1  0.287  22 2.2 

 0.243  15 1.5  0.425  19 1.9  0.356  20 2.0 

 0.299  25 2.5  0.492  40 4.0  0.426  45 4.5 

 0.356  42 4.2  0.559  52 5.2  0.495  73 7.3 

 0.412  59 5.9  0.626  73 7.3  0.564  108 10.8 

 0.469  83 8.3  0.693  89 8.9  0.634  107 10.7 

 0.525  119 11.9  0.760  120 12.0  0.703  134 13.4 

 0.582  118 11.8  0.828  112 11.2  0.773  129 12.9 

 0.638  107 10.7  0.895  154 15.4  0.842  108 10.8 

 0.695  138 13.8  0.962  115 11.5  0.912  94 9.4 

 0.751  97 9.7  1.029  82 8.2  0.981  58 5.8 

 0.808  72 7.2  1.096  68 6.8  1.050  45 4.5 

 0.864  50 5.0  1.163  31 3.1  1.120  15 1.5 

 0.921  18 1.8  1.230  16 1.6  1.189  14 1.4 

 0.977  18 1.8  1.297  9 0.9  1.259  7 0.7 

 1.034  13 1.3  1.364  1 0.1  1.328  1 0.1 

 1.090  2 0.2  1.431  2 0.2  1.397  1 0.1 

 1.147  7 0.7  1.499  1 0.1  1.467  1 0.1 

Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100 

Depending on Table 3.14 and Table 4.14 data we can get figure about its distribution 

by using excel. 
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Figure 4.4 Frequency in 2014 

 
 

Figure 4.5 Frequency in 2015 

 

Figure 4.6 Frequency in 2016 
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Figure 4.7 Frequency in 2017 

 
Figure 4.8 Frequency in 2018 

 

Figure 4.9 Frequency in 2019 
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In 2014 the most frequency is in interval 0.512 to 0.544. In 2015 the most frequency 

is in interval 0.643 to 0.685. In 2016 the most frequency is in interval 0.662 to 

0.717.In 2017 the most frequency is in interval 0.695 to 0.751. In 2018 the most 

frequency is in interval 0.895 to 0.962. In 2019 the most frequency is in interval 0.703 

to 0.733. 

For looking more visual and comparing each year we can make those data together. 

In figure 4.5 the year 2016 is only one year the highest probability more than 15% the 

rest years less than 15%. In 2015 the highest probability is lowest comparing to other 

years. Although each year has a different probability in the whole interval, the higher 

probability of each year is still in interval 0.559 to 1.23. 

Figure 4.10 Probability of EAT in each year 

 

4.4 Prediction of FCFF 

In this part we will calculate FCFF. In FCFF there have some key parameters need to 

be calculated. On above part we have known the EAT, so we will calculate other key 

parameters in this part. The rest parameter is DEP (depreciation), INV (investment) 

and ΔNWC.  
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First we need to calculate ΔNWC. We can calculate ΔNWC as follow: 

Table 4.15 ΔNWC                                          (billion RMB) 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Total current assets 4.387 5.321 6.322 4.932 5.312 

Total non-current liabilities 5.594 5.305 7.543 5.024 6.148 

NWC -1.207 0.017 -1.220 -0.092 -0.836 

△NWC -2.571 1.224 -1.237 1.129 -0.744 

Total current assets and non-current liabilities we can collect from annual report. 

Depending on formula (2.3), we can calculate NWC. And then we can calculate 

ΔNWC. 

The next step is to calculate INV and depreciation. The INV refer to this year 

investment minus previous investment. The average of depreciation is about 20%. The 

result is calculated as follow: 

Table 4.16 INV and DEP                                     (billion RMB) 

 2009 2010 2012 2013 2014 

Long-term equity investment  2.553 2.746 2.767 3.028 4.491 

INV  0.161 0.194 0.021 0.261 1.463 

Depreciation 0.511 0.549 0.553 0.606 0.898 

And then we will make a prediction of the three key parameters. Depending on 

formula the prediction is made as follow: 

Table 4.17 Prediction of parameters                             (billion RMB) 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

△NWC -0.203 -0.124 -0.176 -0.156 -0.200 

INV  0.598 0.657 0.707 0.743 0.745 

Depreciation 0.679 0.697 0.711 0.719 0.719 

Each the prediction of parameters is based on formula (2.2) and (2.3). Until now the 

all parameters have known. Next we can make a prediction of FCFF. There have 1000 
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scenarios of FCFF. And then we will make a distribution of 1000 scenarios. First we 

need to know some items of distribution as follow: 

Table 4.18 Items of distribution                                

 2014  2015 2016  2017 2018  2019 

Min 0.440 0.341 0.284 0.149 0.331 0.249 

Max 1.086 1.188 1.398 1.279 1.673 1.637 

Interval 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Step 0.032 0.042 0.056 0.056 0.067 0.069 

The “Min” means minimum number of FCFF and “Max” means maximum number of 

FCFF. Due to we choose 20 as interval, so we divide 1000 scenarios into 20 parts. 

Because each year has different scenarios, the step is also different. “Max” minus 

“Min” equal the length between maximum number and minimum number. And then 

we use the length to divide 20. The result is the “step” we want to calculate. 

Depending on Table 4.19 and 4.20 we can make calculate frequency and probability 

of 1000 scenarios  

The left side is interval of each year, and first number is minimum number of FCFF 

and the last number is maximum number of FCFF. The frequency is the number in 

each interval. If the frequency is higher, the number of scenarios FCFF is more in its 

interval. The right side is their probability of FCFF and the probability equals 

frequency divide 1000 scenarios. If the probability is higher, it means in this interval 

the probability of scenarios FCFF is more possible. 

In 2014 the highest probability is 14.3% in interval 0.795 to 0.828. In 2015 the 

highest probability is 12.8% in interval 0.807 to 0.849. In 2016 the highest probability 

is 15.5% in interval 0.849 to 0.897. In 2017 the highest probability is 13.8% in 

interval 0.827 to 0.883. In 2018 the highest probability is 15.4% in interval 1.069 to 

1.136. In 2019 the highest probability is 13.4% in interval 0.873 to 0.943. 
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Table 4.19 Frequency and probability of 2014 to 2016                  

 2014   2015   2016  

Interval F P (%) Interval F P (%) Interval F  P (%) 

0.440 1 0.1 0.341 1 0.1 0.284 1 0.1 

0.472 0 0.0 0.383 0 0.0 0.340 3 0.3 

0.505 0 0.0 0.425 3 0.3 0.396 5 0.5 

0.537 1 0.1 0.468 4 0.4 0.451 12 1.2 

0.569 5 0.5 0.510 9 0.9 0.507 17 1.7 

0.602 17 1.7 0.553 15 1.5 0.563 36 3.6 

0.634 24 2.4 0.595 24 2.4 0.618 58 5.8 

0.666 49 4.9 0.637 48 4.8 0.674 106 10.6 

0.699 67 6.7 0.680 68 6.8 0.730 110 11.0 

0.731 91 9.1 0.722 98 9.8 0.786 140 14.0 

0.763 135 13.5 0.765 117 11.7 0.841 155 15.5 

0.795 143 14.3 0.807 128 12.8 0.897 116 11.6 

0.828 125 12.5 0.849 120 12.0 0.953 88 8.8 

0.860 118 11.8 0.892 97 9.7 1.008 67 6.7 

0.892 81 8.1 0.934 104 10.4 1.064 51 5.1 

0.925 54 5.4 0.976 81 8.1 1.120 18 1.8 

0.957 49 4.9 1.019 34 3.4 1.176 7 0.7 

0.989 27 2.7 1.061 30 3.0 1.231 7 0.7 

1.021 9 0.9 1.104 11 1.1 1.287 1 0.1 

1.054 2 0.2 1.146 7 0.7 1.343 1 0.1 

1.086 2 0.2 1.188 1 0.1 1.398 1 0.1 

Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100  Sum 1000 100 
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Table 4.20 Frequency and probability of 2017to 2019 

 2017   2018   2019  

Interval F P (%) Interval F P (%) Interval F   P (%) 

0.149 1 0.1 0.331 1 0.1 0.249 1 0.1 

0.205 3 0.3 0.398 2 0.2 0.318 6 0.6 

0.262 5 0.5 0.465 2 0.2 0.387 11 1.1 

0.318 8 0.8 0.532 11 1.1 0.457 22 2.2 

0.375 15 1.5 0.599 19 1.9 0.526 20 2.0 

0.431 25 2.5 0.667 40 4.0 0.596 45 4.5 

0.488 42 4.2 0.734 52 5.2 0.665 73 7.3 

0.544 59 5.9 0.801 73 7.3 0.734 108 10.8 

0.601 83 8.3 0.868 89 8.9 0.804 107 10.7 

0.657 119 11.9 0.935 120 12.0 0.873 134 13.4 

0.714 118 11.8 1.002 112 11.2 0.943 129 12.9 

0.770 107 10.7 1.069 154 15.4 1.012 108 10.8 

0.827 138 13.8 1.136 115 11.5 1.082 94 9.4 

0.883 97 9.7 1.203 82 8.2 1.151 58 5.8 

0.940 72 7.2 1.270 68 6.8 1.220 45 4.5 

0.996 50 5.0 1.338 31 3.1 1.290 15 1.5 

1.053 18 1.8 1.405 16 1.6 1.359 14 1.4 

1.109 18 1.8 1.472 9 0.9 1.429 7 0.7 

1.166 13 1.3 1.539 1 0.1 1.498 1 0.1 

1.222 2 0.2 1.606 2 0.2 1.568 1 0.1 

1.279 7 0.7 1.673 1 0.1 1.637 1 0.1 

Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100  Sum 1000 100 

And then we can get a distribution of each year by using excel. 
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In 2014 the most frequency is in interval 0.795 to 0.828. In 2015 the most frequency 

is in interval 0.807 to 0.849. In 2016 the most frequency is 0.841 to 0.897. In 2017 the 

most frequency is in interval 0.827 to 0.883. In 2018 the most frequency is in interval 

1.069 to 1.136. In 2019 the most frequency is in interval 0.943 to 1.012. 

Figure 4.11 Frequency in 2014 

 

Figure 4.12 Frequency in 2015 
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Figure 4.13 Frequency in 2016 

 

Figure 4.14 Frequency in 2017 

 

Figure 4.15 Frequency in 2018 
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Figure 4.16 Frequency in 2019  

 

For looking more visual and comparing each year we can make those data together in 

Figure 4.17 

Figure 4.17 Probability of FCFF each year 

 

In figure 4.17 each year the probability is not over 16%. The highest probability is 

15.5% in 2016. In 2015 the highest probability is lowest comparing to other year. The 

higher probability of each year is in the interval 0.868 to 1.406.  
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4.5 Calculation of valuation  

In this part we will calculate the valuation of this company. The 1000 scenarios of 

FCFF we have already known and WACC is 6.36%. We can use two-phase to value 

the company. For easily understanding the process of calculation, we choose 10 

scenarios to express the 1000 scenarios. 

Table 4.21 10 scenarios of FCFF                               (billion RMB) 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Scenario 1 0.7939 0.6642 0.6942 0.6652 0.6934 

Scenario 2 0.7977 0.7249 0.7793 0.5069 0.7021 

Scenario 3 0.6057 0.5673 0.5539 0.4210 0.7800 

Scenario 4 0.8439 0.9005 0.8655 0.8909 1.2949 

Scenario 5 0.9322 0.9203 0.7307 0.5253 0.6026 

Scenario 6 0.6235 0.6550 0.5726 0.5396 0.7784 

Scenario 7 0.8307 0.7735 0.8336 0.8861 1.0881 

Scenario 8 0.7684 0.6558 0.7393 0.5538 0.7054 

Scenario 9 0.6142 0.6982 0.7334 0.6833 0.8911 

Scenario 10 0.7173 0.5675 0.6583 0.5919 0.8417 

The WACC
1
 is 6.36%. Depending on the formula (2.7), we can get first-phase 

valuation. Because 2014 is the first year so the FCFF of this year divide 1 plus WACC. 

2015 is the second year so the FCFF of 2015 divide the square of 1 plus WACC. The 

calculation process is calculated like this way. We can calculate each year, and then 

we plus all of them. The result is V1 we want to calculate. 
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Table 4.22 First-phase valuation 

 PV (billion RMB)   

 V1 
 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Scenario 1 0.7464 0.5871 0.5770 0.5198 0.5095 2.9504 

Scenario 2 0.7500 0.6408 0.6477 0.3961 0.5158 2.4334 

Scenario 3 0.5695 0.5015 0.4603 0.3290 0.5731 3.9562 

Scenario 4 0.7934 0.7960 0.7193 0.6962 0.9514 3.1505 

Scenario 5 0.8764 0.8136 0.6073 0.4105 0.4427 2.6346 

Scenario 6 0.5862 0.5790 0.4759 0.4217 0.5719 3.6494 

Scenario 7 0.7810 0.6838 0.6928 0.6924 0.7994 2.8676 

Scenario 8 0.7224 0.5797 0.6144 0.4328 0.5183 2.9928 

Scenario 9 0.5775 0.6172 0.6095 0.5340 0.6547 2.8041 

Scenario 10 0.6744 0.5016 0.5472 0.4626 0.6184 2.9398 

The next step is to calculate the second phase. Depending on formula (2.8), the result 

is calculated as follow: 

Table 4.23 Two- phase                                       (billion RMB) 

 CV V2 

Scenario 1 11.2270 8.2485 

Scenario 2 9.9630 7.3198 

Scenario 3 12.5618 9.2291 

Scenario 4 19.5469 14.3610 

Scenario 5 4.6880 3.4443 

Scenario 6 12.8537 9.4436 

Scenario 7 16.5195 12.1368 

Scenario 8 9.4843 6.9681 

Scenario 9 11.4381 8.4035 

Scenario 10 10.5133 7.7241 
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“CV” means continuous value and it is the result that 2019’s FCFF divides WACC. 

There is no assumption of growth rate for FCFF. “V2” equals the “CV” divides the 

(1+WACC)
 5

. So the “V2” is the result of second phase we want to calculate. 

So the next we will get a valuation of the company. The total value is calculated as 

follow: 

Table 4.24 Total value                                       (billion RMB) 

 V1 V2 Total 

Scenario 1 2.9398 8.2485 11.1883 

Scenario 2 2.9504 7.3198 10.2701 

Scenario 3 2.4334 9.2291 11.6625 

Scenario 4 3.9562 14.3610 18.3173 

Scenario 5 3.1505 3.4443 6.5948 

Scenario 6 2.6346 9.4436 12.0782 

Scenario 7 3.6494 12.1368 15.7862 

Scenario 8 2.8676 6.9681 9.8357 

Scenario 9 2.9928 8.4035 11.3963 

Scenario 10 2.8041 7.7241 10.5283 

The final result of valuation equals V1 plus V2. From now on we get the valuation of 

the company. The valuation we have 1000 scenarios so the next step is to make the 

distribution to analysis. 

Table 4.25 Items of distribution                                (billion RMB) 

 One-phase Two-phase Sum 

Min 1.654 2.871 4.719 

Max 5.014 18.910 23.659 

Interval 20 20 20 

Step 0.168 0.802 0.947 
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Before making distribution we need to know some items about distribution. The items 

are display as follow. “Min” means the minimum number of one-phase, two-phase 

and sum. “Max” means the maximum number of one-phase, two-phase and sum. We 

choose 20 as the interval. It means we divide 1000 scenarios into 20 parts. The step is 

different because the length of value is different. The step of one-phase is 0.168, 

two-phase is 0.802 and the sum is 0.947. Depending on table 4.25 we can get 

frequency and probability of one-phase, two-phase and their sum. 

Table 4.26 Frequency and probability of valuation 

 V1   V2   Sum  

Interval F P (%) Interval F P (%) Interval F   P (%) 

1.654 1 0.1 2.871 1 0.1 4.719 1 0.1 

1.822 2 0.2 3.673 6 0.6 5.666 2 0.2 

1.990 3 0.3 4.475 11 1.1 6.613 10 1.0 

2.158 11 1.1 5.277 22 2.2 7.560 14 1.4 

2.326 6 0.6 6.079 20 2.0 8.507 25 2.5 

2.494 32 3.2 6.881 45 4.5 9.454 43 4.3 

2.662 37 3.7 7.683 73 7.3 10.401 60 6.0 

2.830 53 5.3 8.485 108 10.8 11.348 86 8.6 

2.998 82 8.2 9.287 107 10.7 12.295 122 12.2 

3.166 103 10.3 10.089 134 13.4 13.242 109 10.9 

3.334 124 12.4 10.891 129 12.9 14.189 153 15.3 

3.502 126 12.6 11.693 108 10.8 15.136 114 11.4 

3.670 114 11.4 12.495 94 9.4 16.083 93 9.3 

3.838 109 10.9 13.296 58 5.8 17.030 77 7.7 

4.006 76 7.6 14.098 45 4.5 17.977 47 4.7 

4.174 56 5.6 14.900 15 1.5 18.924 18 1.8 

4.342 29 2.9 15.702 14 1.4 19.871 13 1.3 

4.510 15 1.5 16.504 7 0.7 20.818 7 0.7 

4.678 12 1.2 17.306 1 0.1 21.765 4 0.4 

4.846 5 0.5 18.108 1 0.1 22.712 0 0.0 

5.014 4 0.4 18.910 1 0.1 23.659 2 0.2 

Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100 
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For looking more obvious we can make Figure 4.18 for those scenarios. The figure is 

made like this: 

Figure 4.18 Probability of one-phase and two-phase 

 

In interval 6.881 to 10.891 the probability of two-phase is higher than the probability 

of one-phase. In interval 10.891 to15.702 the probability of two-phase is less than the 

probability of one-phase. Two-phase has highest probability in the interval 10.089 to 

10.891. It means the valuation of two-phase is more possible in this interval. The 

highest probability of one-phase is less than 13%. 

Figure 4.19 Probability of total valuation 
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In interval 4.719 to 14.189 the probability is increasing. The highest probability is 

over 15%. It means the valuation is more possible in interval 14.189 to 15.136. After 

14.189 the probability is decreasing. 

4.6 Sensitive analysis 

In this part we will make a sensitive analysis. If under the assumption of growth rate, 

the formula (2.6) will change into formula (2.8). We suppose the growth rate is 

changing from -3% to 3%. How much effect on total valuation? Under growth rate 

-3%,-2%,-1%, 1%, 2%, and 3% we will calculate the total valuation. This part we will 

show it. 

Under growth rate we have six types of valuation. It also has 1000 scenarios in each 

type. What we do is to make distribution for them. First we need to know some items 

of distribution. 

Table 4.27 Items for distribution 

g 1% 2% 3% -1% -2% -3% 

Min 5.254  6.036  7.282  4.328  4.032  3.798  

Max 27.188  32.334  40.544  21.090  19.136  17.599  

Interval 20 20 20 20 20 20 

step 1.097 1.315 1.663 0.838 0.755 0.690 

“Min” means the minimum number of total valuation under each growth rate. “Max” 

means the maximum number of total valuation under each growth rate. We choose 20 

as interval. The 1000 scenarios of valuation will be divided in 20 parts. In this table 

we can find the higher growth rate lead to higher “Max”. The “Min” also has same 

situation. 

Depending on Table 4.20 we can make frequency and probability about 1000 

scenarios of valuation under different growth rate. 
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Table 4.28 Frequency and probability of valuation under growth rate 1%, 2% and 3% 

   1%    2%   3%  

 F P (%)  F P (%)  F   P (%) 

5.254  1 0.1 6.036  1 0.1 7.282  1 0.1 

6.351  2 0.2 7.350  2 0.2 8.945  2 0.2 

7.448  10 1.0 8.665  11 1.1 10.608  11 1.1 

8.544  14 1.4 9.980  13 1.3 12.271  17 1.7 

9.641  26 2.6 11.295  27 2.7 13.934  24 2.4 

10.738  45 4.5 12.610  43 4.3 15.597  45 4.5 

11.834  60 6.0 13.925  63 6.3 17.260  61 6.1 

12.931  91 9.1 15.240  96 9.6 18.924  101 10.1 

14.028  116 11.6 16.555  109 10.9 20.587  108 10.8 

15.124  115 11.5 17.870  126 12.6 22.250  127 12.7 

16.221  147 14.7 19.185  139 13.9 23.913  137 13.7 

17.318  117 11.7 20.500  118 11.8 25.576  118 11.8 

18.414  91 9.1 21.815  90 9.0 27.239  91 9.1 

19.511  75 7.5 23.129  72 7.2 28.902  65 6.5 

20.608  47 4.7 24.444  47 4.7 30.565  49 4.9 

21.704  17 1.7 25.759  18 1.8 32.228  18 1.8 

22.801  14 1.4 27.074  13 1.3 33.891  13 1.3 

23.898  6 0.6 28.389  8 0.8 35.554  8 0.8 

24.994  4 0.4 29.704  2 0.2 37.217  2 0.2 

26.091  0 0.0 31.019  0 0.0 38.881  0 0.0 

27.188  2 0.2 32.334  2 0.2 40.544  2 0.2 

Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100  Sum 1000 100 
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Table 4.29 Frequency and probability of valuation under growth rate -1%, -2% and 

-3%. 

   -1%    -2%   -3%  

 F P (%)  F P (%)  F   P (%) 

4.328  1 0.1 4.032  1 0.1 3.798  1 0.1 

5.167  2 0.2 4.787  2 0.2 4.488  2 0.2 

6.005  9 0.9 5.542  10 1.0 5.178  9 0.9 

6.843  14 1.4 6.297  13 1.3 5.868  14 1.4 

7.681  24 2.4 7.052  22 2.2 6.558  21 2.1 

8.519  45 4.5 7.808  45 4.5 7.248  43 4.3 

9.357  57 5.7 8.563  57 5.7 7.938  59 5.9 

10.195  85 8.5 9.318  85 8.5 8.628  82 8.2 

11.033  123 12.3 10.073  120 12.0 9.318  121 12.1 

11.871  104 10.4 10.828  106 10.6 10.008  104 10.4 

12.709  157 15.7 11.584  155 15.5 10.698  156 15.6 

13.547  113 11.3 12.339  108 10.8 11.388  107 10.7 

14.385  93 9.3 13.094  101 10.1 12.078  103 10.3 

15.224  80 8.0 13.849  83 8.3 12.768  82 8.2 

16.062  46 4.6 14.604  44 4.4 13.458  46 4.6 

16.900  21 2.1 15.360  21 2.1 14.148  23 2.3 

17.738  13 1.3 16.115  14 1.4 14.838  14 1.4 

18.576  7 0.7 16.870  7 0.7 15.529  6 0.6 

19.414  3 0.3 17.625  3 0.3 16.219  4 0.4 

20.252  1 0.1 18.380  1 0.1 16.909  1 0.1 

21.090  2 0.2 19.136  2 0.2 17.599  2 0.2 

Sum 1000 100 Sum 1000 100  Sum 1000 100 

The lift side is the total valuation of company from the minimum number to 

maximum number. It is under assumption of growth rate, so the valuation is different. 
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The middle is frequency of total valuation in each interval. It means there have how 

many scenarios of total valuation in each interval. If the frequency is higher, the 

number of scenarios is more in its interval. The right side is their probability. It is 

calculated by each interval frequency divides the 1000 scenarios. If the probability is 

higher, it means in this interval the probability of valuation is more possible. Under 

growth rate 1% the valuation has a highest probability in interval 16.221 to 17.338. 

Under growth rate 2% the valuation has a highest probability in interval 19.185 to 

20.500. Under growth rate 3% the valuation has a highest probability in interval 

23.913 to 25.576. Under growth rate -1% the valuation has a highest probability in 

interval 12.709 to 13.547. Under growth rate -2% the valuation has a highest 

probability in interval 11.584 to 12.339. Under growth rate -3% the valuation has a 

highest probability in interval 10.698 to 11.388. 

And then for looking more visual and comparing each year we can make those data 

together in Figure 4.20 

Figure 4.20 Valuation under different growth rate 

 

In figure 4.10 under negative growth rate the highest probability is more than the 

positive. In positive growth rate the growth rate is higher and the highest probability 
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is lower. The highest probability is less than 15% under growth rate 1%, 2% and 3%. 

The highest probability is less than 16% under growth rate -1%, -2% and 3%. 

The next step we will give 3-D figure 95% confidence interval for those data and 

analysis those data. 

Table 4.21 Data analysis 

g 1% 2% 3% -1% -2% -3% 

Mean 15.16 17.86 22.16 11.96 10.93 10.13 

Standard 

deviation 

3.35 4.02 5.08 2.56 2.31 2.11 

Percentile 2.5% 8.38 9.84 11.68 6.73 6.17 5.77 

Percentile 97.5% 21.78 25.72 32.24 17.00 15.47 14.22 

“g” means growth rate and “Mean” is the average of 1000 scenarios of valuation. 

Because we choose 95% as distribution confidence interval, so on the left side the 

percentile is 2.5% and on the right side the percentile is 97.5%. Under growth rate 1%, 

the possible valuation is from 8.38 to 21.78. The standard deviation is 3.35. It means 

the fluctuation of valuation is 3.35. Under growth rate 2%, the possible valuation is 

from 9.84 to 25.72. The standard deviation is 4.02. It means the fluctuation of 

valuation is 4.02 under growth rate 2%. Under growth rate 3%, the possible valuation 

is from 11.68 to 32.24. The fluctuation of valuation is 5.08. Under growth rate -1%, 

the possible valuation is from 6.73 to 17.00. The fluctuation of valuation is 2.56. 

Under growth rate -2%, the possible valuation is from 6.17 to 15.47. The fluctuation 

of valuation is 2.31. Under growth rate -3%, the possible valuation is from 5.77 to 

14.22. The fluctuation of valuation is 2.11. 

From the Table 4.21 we can find the growth rate has a positive correlation with total 

valuation. It means the higher growth rate will lead to a higher valuation. The growth 

rate has a negative correlation with standard deviation. It means the growth rate is 

increasing will lead to the standard deviation is decreasing.   
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5. Conclusion 

Finally we calculate the result of valuation by DCF method. But there have some 

point we should pay an attention. As corporate intrinsic value method, discounted 

cash flow method is more suitable for the characteristics of scientific assessment. 

Comparing with the previous company valuation method, the discounted cash flow 

method is the most consistent with the theoretical value. But the discounted cash flow 

method still has some shortcomings: 

First, this approach does not reflect future benefit of a company due to flexibility of 

company. So it decides that the method can’t be applied for strategic areas of a 

company. 

Second, this approach does not consider the interdependencies between business 

projects, nor take into account the time-dependent business investment between 

projects. 

Third, in DCF method the correctness of the result depends entirely on the correctness 

of the assumptions used in the applications. If a company's future cash flow is in a 

very unstable situation and other loss-making company, the discounted cash flow 

method is powerless. 
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Annexes 

Annex 1 

Income statement 

 

 

 

  

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE 116,288,373,505.74 161,014,710,626.65 174,671,679,498.86 129,732,149,355.48 114,822,648,812.83

cost 105,771,765,958.70 143,237,546,345.70 162,298,753,998.30 120,018,114,042.54 103,299,412,868.12

Sales tax 355,941,557.66 332,043,102.50 219,355,005.46 132,933,823.08 227,193,200.29

Sales expense 651,433,727.96 760,995,231.29 821,974,660.74 676,603,354.78 633,150,695.94

Administrative expense 2,749,218,242.00 3,398,992,832.68 6,668,692,807.62 5,248,065,665.68 4,829,208,781.20

Financial expense 1,663,038,338.34 532,625,495.52 -137,691,432.76 -471,572,978.05 -1,504,010,301.21

Loss on the asset impairment 495,685,046.06 123,354,017.34 361,858,893.17 2,338,457,245.04 113,905,152.00

Net (loss)/gain from change in fair value -114,598,750.74 11,021,542.86 -11,021,542.86 -20,789,685.96 20,789,685.96

Investment gains 1,299,401,708.34 1,511,188,156.09 1,006,913,530.00 1,844,283,206.76 1,154,332,320.86

Gains from investments in

joint ventures and associated entities
243,552,265.14 435,830,274.42 292,647,580.58 107,617,111.14 73,461,094.80

TOTAL OPERATING PROFIT 5,786,093,592.62 14,151,363,300.57 5,434,627,553.47 3,613,041,723.21 8,398,910,423.31

Non-operating income 240,242,894.30 388,297,809.66 319,056,192.06 10,182,582,848.03 494,367,912.92

Non-operating expense 138,499,236.42 103,132,247.42 144,194,468.71 861,751,399.07 1,230,071,805.87

Net loss from disposal of non-current assets 98,930,274.40 90,850,154.56 129,580,523.10 717,969,530.11 1,191,296,479.38

PRE-TAX PROFIT 5,887,837,250.50 14,436,528,862.81 5,609,489,276.82 12,933,873,172.17 7,663,206,530.36

income tax expense 810,965,822.34 2,953,372,218.64 549,985,888.99 2,446,575,992.84 1,170,772,680.98

NET PROFIT 5,717,178,465.0      11,951,490,781.37   5,584,429,338.48     12,215,402,005.40   5,488,503,616.80    

Other consolidated income -381,164.80 -14,564,915.25 -26,109,289.00 -92,180.29 -13,870,928.84

Total consolidated income 5,076,490,263.36 11,468,591,728.92 5,033,394,098.83 10,487,204,999.04 6,478,562,920.54
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Annex 2 

Balance sheet 

 

Assets 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash 1,767,579,044.85 4,076,704,419.19 8,826,002,497.24 2,036,143,946.73 6,290,586,489.64

Trading financial assets                 - 11,507,631.72 - - -

Notes receivable 15,028,797,350.34 14,497,570,736.70 14,028,815,911.13 13,473,619,237.43 12,214,208,950.73

Accounts receivable 5,730,373,097.21 5,556,627,318.54 6,896,778,182.66 8,987,172,230.07 10,715,045,629.19

Payment in advance 1,929,570,050.69 2,249,650,160.56 2,480,162,457.76 1,557,782,054.86 1,079,542,213.71

Interest receivable - - - 938,024,383.57 729,665,753.38

Other receivables 238,860,829.07 365,050,015.71 503,609,047.98 315,767,588.48 327,858,990.20

Inventories 19,171,004,173.36 26,457,744,311.20 24,621,659,766.83 15,942,719,003.25 17,033,352,986.60

Non-current assets due within one year - - - 4,500,000,000.00 4,730,392,547.84

Other receivables - - 5,864,685,966.51 1,565,650,761.38 -

Total current assets 43,866,184,545.52 53,214,854,593.62 63,221,713,830.11 49,316,879,205.77 53,120,653,561.29

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Long-term receivables - - - 18,000,000,000.00 15,573,532,930.56

Long-term equity investment 25,526,158,150.03 27,461,185,750.91 27,673,450,448.67 30,281,311,482.70 44,907,172,562.46

Fixed assets 90,420,193,517.81 92,026,337,436.76 90,615,546,715.70 46,760,734,784.44 51,969,984,620.58

Construction-in-progress 11,032,212,912.66 4,643,096,512.30 3,393,924,415.94 4,260,158,720.45 2,798,593,355.74

Project materials 11,097,125.42 31,718,186.69 38,286,961.88 22,874,297.42 25,174,314.02

Intangible assets 3,638,598,491.23 3,992,995,164.00 3,913,518,973.35 1,531,135,771.95 1,505,904,482.93

Long-term deferred expenses 17,085,879.05 1,879,453.51 14,394,666.51 1,624,452.28 1,511,118.40

Deferred income tax assets 316,582,323.96 340,675,578.58 418,690,604.77 885,652,585.80 658,474,261.06

Other non-current assets 117,905,780.14 117,905,780.14 117,905,780.14 14,442,110,959.05 1,096,036,325.53

Total non-current assets 131,079,834,180.30 128,615,793,862.89 126,185,718,566.96 116,185,603,054.09 118,536,383,971.28

TOTAL ASSET 174,946,018,725.82 181,830,648,456.51 189,407,432,397.07 165,502,482,259.86 171,657,037,532.57

Liabilities & Shareholders’ Equity

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Short term borrowings 20,890,937,335.18 19,050,862,514.68 20,351,326,028.98 9,851,212,641.66 8,496,748,388.00

Held-for-trading financial liabilities - 486,088.86 - 20,789,685.96 -

Notes-payable 3,448,640,293.44 201,738,214.18 61,722,416.46 40,124,006.24 223,523,900.29

Trade payables 14,053,098,945.89 15,103,083,147.38 26,574,715,743.14 19,832,191,712.82 27,193,534,207.87

Receipts in advance 9,063,340,499.13 9,809,436,917.48 10,265,421,675.61 10,553,642,205.32 9,032,674,462.93

Accrued payroll 1,130,478,960.54 1,157,157,085.74 1,073,164,972.01 1,067,189,892.33 1,191,134,290.92

Taxes payable -725,350,433.07 1,296,576,206.93 -112,094,016.84 2,322,523,438.08 2,111,635,461.99

Interests payable 203,156,969.24 253,018,094.29 250,161,146.79 66,764,924.11 69,588,411.99

Other payables 316,477,072.22 248,782,676.46 202,869,701.83 159,471,119.07 467,707,218.89

Non-current liabilities due within one year 2,925,170,774.44 3,482,403,943.31 16,758,001,068.29 4,399,850,000.00 11,003,934,462.35

Other current liabilities 4,632,246,270.71 2,442,304,859.09 - 1,921,647,447.24 1,690,778,800.40

Total current liabilities 55,938,196,687.72 53,045,849,748.40 75,425,288,736.27 50,235,407,072.83 61,481,259,605.63

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Long-term borrowings 5,109,205,094.33 7,861,144,900.00 4,410,630,000.00 628,550,000.00 4,267,830,000.00

Bonds payable 18,067,156,259.62 18,474,795,283.20 8,918,663,150.96 9,339,778,162.83 -

Long-term payables 5,092,440,941.36 2,542,058,246.12 - - -

Special payables 104,914,331.45 284,006,945.11 769,908,534.23 627,409,321.54 710,710,498.45

Deferred income tax liabilities 113,926,874.31 215,130,870.18 282,207,189.74 298,006,027.57 302,407,284.28

Other non-current liabilities 92,685,803.47 810,339,456.56 980,722,628.04 586,978,435.75 592,406,805.09

Total non-current liabilities 28,580,329,304.54 30,187,475,701.17 15,362,131,502.97 11,480,721,947.69 5,873,354,587.82

Total liabilities 84,518,525,992.26 83,233,325,449.57 90,787,420,239.24 61,716,129,020.52 67,354,614,193.45

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

Capital stock 17,512,000,000.00 17,512,048,088.00 17,512,048,088.00 17,122,048,088.00 16,471,724,924.00

Capital reserve 36,781,341,171.72 36,970,366,712.93 37,207,402,138.54 35,894,640,824.12 32,731,184,064.17

Treasury shares - - - 115,785,165.80 -

Surplus reserve 17,827,770,213.00 20,124,401,541.84 21,132,255,172.18 23,229,714,608.04 24,528,201,377.92

Undistributed profit 18,306,381,348.84 23,990,506,664.17 22,768,306,759.11 27,655,734,884.98 30,571,312,973.03

Total shareholders’ equity 90,427,492,733.56 98,597,323,006.94 98,620,012,157.83 103,786,353,239.34 104,302,423,339.12

TOTAL OF LIABILITIES & SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 174,946,018,725.82 181,830,648,456.51 189,407,432,397.07 165,502,482,259.86 171,657,037,532.57


